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Abstract
In this paper we address the problem of reducing the energy
consumption in distributed embedded systems associated with
time-constraints and equipped with fault-tolerant techniques.
A greedy heuristic is presented to reduce the energy during
task mapping and fault tolerance policy assignment. Fault tolerance is achieved through task re-execution and replication.
The proposed approach can obtain much lower energy consumption compared to the solution without considering energy
while tolerating the same number of faults and satisfying the
time-constraints. The effectiveness of the proposed approach
is evaluated by using extensive experiments.
1 Introduction
Many embedded systems are required to have continuous reliability in addition to high performance and low cost.
Examples include telephone systems and industrial control
equipments, where the failure of systems will cause huge
losses [1]. The reliability of embedded systems is affected by
different kinds of faults, including transient, permanent and
intermittent faults. Among these faults, the transient fault is
much more common than the other two types for a system that
was fault-free at deployment. Using redundant hardware has
been a commonly used technique to tolerate permanent faults,
as well as transient faults [2, 3, 4]. However, these approaches
incur large hardware overhead. Since a transient fault has the
feature that it occurs once and then disappears, running the
task again, i.e., re-executing the task can achieve fault tolerance without extra hardware. In distributed systems, replicating a task on two or more processors is also an alternative to
avoid using redundant hardware in processors.
An adaptive checkpoint insertion approach is proposed in
[5] to avoid re-executing whole task. Instead, only the portion
between two checkpoints has to be re-executed. This reduces
the overhead of re-execution, however, the checkpoints themselves will involve overheads. Xie. et al [6], [7] insert task
replicas into the idle time slots after tasks have been scheduled. Hence the extent of fault tolerance actually depends
on the amount of idle time in the task schedule. [8] reserves
re-execution slack during task scheduling for tasks to tolerate
transient faults. When a fault is found during the execution of
a task, the task will be re-executed in the reserved slack period.
This work is supported in part by the EPSRC, U. K., under grant
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It is assumed in [8] that each processor will have at most one
fault during one operation of the application. Hence several
tasks which are executed consecutively on the same processor
can share the reserved slack because if one task has a fault,
other tasks will not have any fault. Izosimov et al.[9] find that
combining task re-execution and task replication can tolerate
the same number of faults while producing shorter schedule
length than pure re-execution or pure replication. However, to
assign a task the re-execution policy or the replication policy
should be decided carefully.
The above works on fault tolerance neglect another important issue in the embedded system design: the energy consumption. In fact, the reliability and the energy consumption
of the system are closely related. High power consumption
(energy consumption per unit time) would cause high heat dissipation in the system, which will in turn reduce the reliability of the system. Energy reduction techniques used without
evaluating their effect on reliability could decrease the reliability. Recently, researchers have begun to consider the problems
of energy reduction and fault tolerance together in embedded
system design. Zhang et al. introduce dynamic voltage scaling
(DVS) into the embedded systems equipped with checkpoints
[5, 10, 11]. In these works, after the checkpoints are inserted
into tasks, if there is still slack left in the schedule, DVS will
be applied to reduce energy consumption by utilizing the available offline slack. Han and Li [12] propose a similar approach
to adjust the voltage by using the online slack, but the checkpoints are still determined in the offline phase. Zhu et al. [13]
observe that DVS itself will reduce the reliability of the system
and study the problem of obtaining the best tradeoff between
the energy saving and reliability. Ejlali et al. [14] combine
time and information redundancy to tolerate transient faults in
DVS-enabled systems such that more slack can be used for
DVS. Chen et al. [15] use idle time in the schedule to either
duplicate tasks or put the processor into a low power mode.
The design purpose is to minimize the product of energy, delay and the inverse of the reliability and assume the system has
no time-constraint.
The above energy reduction approaches are applied after
the task mapping and after the fault tolerance design has been
done and assume the processors have either DVS ability or a
low power mode. However, it is well known that task mapping
heavily affects the final energy consumption [16] and fault tolerance by using replication will also cause large energy overhead. Hence, we should take the energy consumption into con-
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sideration even when there is no DVS ability and low power
mode in the processor.In this paper, we address the problem of
energy reduction in fault-tolerant distributed embedded systems during task mapping and fault tolerance policy assignment without sacrificing the reliability level (in terms of the
number of faults to be tolerated) and the time constraints on
the task execution. A greedy heuristic is proposed to effectively solve this problem.
In the remainder of the paper, we introduce the system
model and fault tolerance techniques in Section 2. After a motivational example in Section 3, the problem investigated is
formulated in Section 4. The proposed algorithm is presented
in Section 5 and experimental results are given in Section 6.
Conclusions are included in Section 7.
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Architecture and application models
The embedded system considered consists of a set of heterogeneous processors and a bus connects every processor

together. Figure 1 (a) gives an illustration of the system architecture where three processors share the bus. Between a processor and the bus, there is a communication controller which implements the protocol services. In this paper,
we consider the time-triggered protocol (TTP) [3] which allows each processor to transmit during a predetermined time
interval. Details of the implementation of TTP can be found
in [3].
The application to be realized on the embedded system can
be modeled as a set of directed acyclic graphs   which
 
is usually called task graph [16]. Each node 
in the task

graph represents a computational task and an edge 
be

tween tasks  and  denotes the data communication between
two tasks. A task can start its execution only after all its inputs
have arrived from the bus and it sends out the outputs after it
completes the execution. A task graph with four tasks and four
edges is illustrated in Figure 1 (b). If two tasks execute on the
same processor, then the communication time between them
can be regarded as quite small and is neglected. We assume
that every task can be executed by any processor in the system.

The worst case execution time   of task  , when executed

on processor , is assumed to be known. Similarly, the transmission time of each data communication is also known. All
tasks and communications in the task graph have a common
period and a time-constraint ! is imposed on task graph " ,
by which time the last task must finish its execution.

Figure 2. Fault-tolerance techniques [9]

2.2 Fault model and fault-tolerance techniques
In this paper, we consider transient faults which are much
more common than intermittent and permanent faults in current embedded systems. Specifically, the # -fault model [8, 9,
10] will be used here. In this model, # transient faults will occur during one operation of a task graph. Several faults may
appear on several processors at the same time or on the same
processor at different moments. A fault can only affect one
task and once this fault is tolerated by some technique, the
successor tasks will not be affected by the same fault. The
total number of faults # can be larger than the number of processors in the system. Each fault has a worst case duration $ ,
i.e., it takes $ time units for the processor to go back to normal
operation after the fault is detected. Fault detection is not considered in this paper and we assume that each processor can
detect the fault by some methods, e.g., watchdogs.
We consider two different fault tolerance techniques: task
re-execution and replication [9]. Figure 2 [9] gives an example to illustrate the two techniques. In this example, the worst
case execution time (WCET) of task &% is 30 ms and there
are 2 faults with a duration of $('*),+.-0/ . In Figure 2 (a),
the first fault happens at the end of the execution of .% . After the fault is detected, the task is re-executed after duration
of $ and the re-execution is labeled with  %2143 . Then in the
worst case, another fault happens at the end of  %2143 and the
task is re-executed again. The third re-execution  %2145 will execute without error since both faults have been tolerated. Task
replication is illustrated in Figure 2 (b), where task  % is ex
ecuted on processor % while the two replicas  %143 and  %2125


execute on 3 and 5 respectively. No matter where the two
faults happen, there will be one replica of the task executing
correctly. In addition to pure re-execution or pure replication,
by combining these two techniques, faults can also be tolerated, as illustrated in Figure 2 (c). The task is re-executed only

once on % in case the fault happens during the first execution

of 6% , but since there is a replica  %145 executing on 3 , the two
faults can be guaranteed to be tolerated.
3 A Motivational Example
We use a motivational example to show that with the same
time-constraints and the same number of faults to be tolerated,
the energy consumption of the system can be quite different,
hence the energy issue must be carefully considered during

system design.
In Figure 3 (a), we have a task graph
 with four tasks to be
implemented on two processors ( % , 3 ) and #' ) fault with
duration of 10 ms must be tolerated. We assume the slot of
the bus has a length of 10ms and it is large enough to transmit
any single data communication. % and 3 will use the odd
numbered and even numbered slots respectively. The power
value of each processor and the WCETs of each task on both
processors are shown in the table beside the task graph. The


task graph is from [9] and the power values of the % and 3
correspond to that of AMD K6-2E+ 500MHz and AMD K62E 400MHz processors [19]. We assume the power of the bus
is 5mW.


Tasks   , ,% and  5 execute on % while  5 executes on 3
in Figure 3 (b). The shallow shaded region in the schedule is
the reserved slack for re-execution.Task   is assigned replica
tion policy and the replica will execute on 3 , the other three
tasks are assigned re-execution
policy. In Figure 3 (c), tasks

  ,  % and  3 execute on % and  5 executes on 3 . All tasks
are assigned re-execution policy.
Here we can find that that some tasks share one reserved reexecution slack, e.g., &% and  5 in Figure 3 (b). This is because
we only need to tolerate one fault and if it occurs in one task,
other tasks will not be affected. Only tasks scheduled consecutively without interval on the same processor can share the
reserved slack and the slack should equal the longest WCET
of these tasks [8].
Based on the power value of the processors and the bus, and
the WCET of each task, the energy consumption of the system can be computed. In Figure 3 (b), the system consumes
 energy, which is the sum of the energy of all tasks
3310 $
including the replica of   and the two data communications.
Similarly, the energy for Figure 3 (c) case can be calculated as

2790 $ , 15.71% less than that of Figure 3 (b). Though task
 3 finishes later in Figure 3 (c) than in Figure 3 (b), the final
finish time of all tasks, i.e., the schedule length is the same
(both are 230 ms) in these two cases. Hence the energy reduction is achieved without sacrificing the schedule length and the
number of tolerated faults (both tolerate # ' ) fault). How to
achieve the minimum energy is the problem considered here
and it is formulated in the next section.
4 Problem Formulation
There are three issues to be considered in fault tolerant embedded systems design. 1. Task mapping: for a given task
graph and an architecture of the embedded system, we must
make a decision for each task on which processor it should
execute. 2. Task scheduling: we need to determine the execution order and start time of all tasks based on their WCETs
so that the time-constraints are satisfied. The data communications between each pair of tasks should also be scheduled
on the bus. 3. Fault tolerance policy assignment: in order
to tolerate # faults, we should decide for each task whether it
should use re-execution, replication or a combination of the
two to achieve fault tolerance. The fault tolerance policy assignment should be carried out together with task mapping and
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Figure 3. Task mapping and fault tolerance policy assignment

scheduling since we have to decide the processors on which
the replicas will be mapped during task mapping phase and reserve re-execution slack during the task scheduling phase.
Both task mapping and fault tolerance policy assignment
affect the energy consumption of the system. Since we assume the system is made up of heterogeneous processors, each
processor will consume different amount of energy to execute
the same task. Hence different task mappings would cause
different energy consumptions. Because replicas are executed
on different processors, extra energy is consumed even if no
fault appears and the amount of the extra energy depends on
both the number and the mapping of the replicas. Note that
we compute the energy consumption for the worst case fault
scenario [9]. The actual energy consumption depends on when
the fault occurs, but since the number of faults is usually much
less than the number of tasks, the worst case energy consumption is quite similar to the actual energy consumption.
  be the function determining which task
Let 
is to be replicated and 
be the function ap   
plying re-execution to the tasks, including the replicas in  .
We denote the tuple  ,  with  . The mapping of
 0   .
tasks and replicas is given by a function 
Let  denote task scheduling, which includes the start time
for each task and the TTP slot for each data communication.
Now the problem can be formulated as given the task graph " ,
the set of processors and the number of faults # , determine
 ,  and  , such that the energy consumption is minimum
while the time-constraint of the task graph ! is satisfied and
# faults can be tolerated.
5 Design Strategy
The problem formulated above is NP complete since both
task mapping and scheduling are NP complete [16]. Hence we

propose a greedy heuristic to solve this problem.
5.1 Task mapping and fault tolerance policy assignment
The basic idea of reducing the energy consumption during
task mapping and fault tolerance policy assignment is to start
from an initial solution and change the mapping and fault tolerance policy of each task iteratively to reduce the energy.
In the initialization phase, each task is assigned reexecution policy and tasks are mapped such that the utilization
among processors are balanced. The utilization of a processor
is the sum of WCETs of tasks mapped on the processor. This
simple mapping procedure and re-execution only policy decides the initial solution quickly. It is not necessary for the initial solution to satisfy the time constraint because the following greedy heuristic will try to find one which satisfies the time
constraint. If at the end of the heuristic, no solution can satisfy
the time constaint, the design is failed and higher performance
processors should be chosen. The bus configuration is also set
  
is given
up in the initialization phase. Each processor
a slot in the TTP bus to transfer the outgoing data from the processor. The slot length is set to the length of the largest data
communication in the task graph so that any communication
can be transfered in one slot. For simplicity, the optimization
of the bus configuration is not considered here.
After the initialization, we change the mapping and fault
tolerance policy for each task in a greedy manner to reduce
the energy. The pseudo code in Figure 4 describes the procedure. We first compute
 the energy consumption based on
and fault tolerance policy assignment
the initial mapping 
 (line 01). In the outer while loop, tasks are put into a list
(line 03). The task consuming maximum energy is found and
we try all possible “moves” of this task. A “move” of a task
is defined as changing the mapping of the task from its original mapped processor to a new processor, or adding a replica
of the task into the task list, or removing a replica of the task
from the task list. Though adding a replica will increase the
energy consumption, it is necessary since pure re-execution
may not satisfy the time constraint.When a replica is added,
the incoming and outgoing data communications of task  are
also replicated and added to the task graph together with the
replica. The number of replicas of the task is restricted by #
since we only need to tolerate # faults. The new replica must
be mapped on a processor where task  and other replicas of
 are not mapped. For every possible move of the task, we
schedule all tasks and data communications and compute the
resulting energy consumption (line 10 and 11). The scheduling will be discussed in the next section. Among all possible
moves, we greedily choose the one which results in the minimum energy while satisfying the time-constraint and label it
as the “BestMove”(line 12-14). If this minimum energy is less
than the previous energy, there is an improvement (line 16)
and the previous energy is set to the minimum energy (line
17). The “BestMove” is applied to the task  and the procedure goes into the next iteration. If after all the moves of 
have been tried and there is no energy reduction,  is removed
from the task list (line 20). The procedure ends when the task

Input: - " ,

#





01: PreviousEnergy = EnergyCompute( " , , 
,  );
02: while( == true)
03: Put all tasks into a task list
;
,04: = false;
05: while(
is not empty)
06:
find the task  whose energy is maximum;
07:
MinimumEnergy = PreviousEnergy;
08:
for each possible “move” of 
09:
try move( );
10:
ScheduleLength = Scheduling( " , ,  ,  );
11:
Energy = EnergyCompute( " , ,  ,  );
12:
if(Energy  CurrentEnergy
! )
&& ScheduleLength  '
13:
MinimumEnergy = Energy;
14:
BestMove = move;
15:
if(MinimumEnergy  PreviousEnergy)
,16:
= true;
17:
PrevouseEnergy = MinimumEnergy;
18:
apply BestMove( );
19:
break;
20:
remove  from
;

 
 




  



Figure 4. Pseudo code: the greedy heuristic

list is empty and there is no improvement.
We also implemented tabu search to do task mapping and
fault tolerance policy assignment. Tabu search is a general
search procedure designed for solving a wide range of optimization problems [17]. Tabu search does not discard a task
if the moves of the task can not reduce the energy. Instead,
it associates the task with a variable called tabu which is an
integer. In each iteration, the task whose tabu is not zero will
not be considered but its tabu will decrease by 1. Some search
diversification techniques are also included in tabu search and
the details can be found in [9]. Hence tabu search is much
more complex than the proposed procedure. We will see from
the experimental results that greedy heuristic can achieve energy saving quite close to tabu search, but using much less run
time.
5.2 Task scheduling
For a given task mapping  and fault tolerance policy assignment  , the tasks and data communications have to be
scheduled. List scheduling is the most commonly used algorithm to schedule tasks with dependent relationships and the
complexity of list scheduling is O(n), where n is the number
of tasks. In list scheduling, whenever there is a task whose
predecessor tasks and incoming data have been scheduled, the
task is put into a ready list. All tasks in the ready list are investigated and the task with the highest priority is extracted
from the list and scheduled on its mapped processor. Here we
use the partial critical path priority presented in [18] as the
task priority. After a task has been scheduled, its output data
are also scheduled by using the “ScheduleMessage” function
from [18] on the TTP bus.
During task scheduling, re-execution slack for tasks to be

Table 1. Experimental results of energy reduction

Min. reduction (%)
Max. reduction (%)
Ave. reduction (%)

20 tasks ( =3)
0.12
48.08
14.39

40 tasks ( =4)
3.13
70.64
23.35

re-executed is inserted into the schedule. The procedure of inserting the re-execution slack is introduced in [8] where the
total amount of slack can be reduced through slack sharing.
For example, in Figure 3 (c), tasks   ,  % and  3 share one
slack in the case of one fault.
We should notice that though task scheduling does not consider the energy consumption of the system, it is involved in
each iteration of the greedy heuristic in Figure 4 since we must
obtain the schedule length and guarantee it satisfies the timeconstraint. The fault tolerance is realized in both phases: replicas are added during the task mapping and re-execution slack
is inserted during the task scheduling.
6 Experimental Results
We use the task graphs generated in [9] to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed energy reduction algorithm. The
task graphs consist of 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100 tasks. These task
graphs are implemented on embedded systems with 2, 3, 4, 5
and 6 processors, respectively and the number of faults # is set
to 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 for each system dimension, respectively. The
duration $ of the fault is set to 5 ms. The processors have different execution times for the same task and different power
consumptions, and we assume the processors have no DVS
ability and no low power mode here. For each task graph dimension, fifteen random examples are generated, thus totally
75 task graphs are used for the experimental evaluation. The
task graphs are generated with either random structure or more
regular structures like trees and groups of chains. The worst
case execution time of each task is assigned randomly using
both uniform and exponential distribution from 10 to 100 ms.
We first compare the energy consumption of the proposed
algorithm with the procedure of [9] where energy is not
taken into consideration and only solutions satisfying the timeconstraint are given. For all 75 benchmarks, energy can be
reduced by using the proposed algorithm while the resulting
schedule length are the same as those by the procedure of [9].
That is, we can reduce the energy consumption without sacrificing the schedule length. Meanwhile, the given number of
faults are guaranteed to be tolerated. Due to limited space, we
do not list the results for all the 75 task graphs. However, Table 1 gives a simple statistic of the results. In the table, the
minimum, maximum and average energy reductions in terms
of percentage for each size of task graphs are given. It can be
seen that the maximum energy saving can be up to more than
70 percent. On average, 14.39% energy can be saved in small
task graphs (with 20 tasks) and 45.98% energy can be saved
in large task graphs (with 100 tasks). This clearly shows the
effectiveness of the proposed energy reduction procedure.

60 tasks ( =5)
6.64
51.33
27.88

80 tasks ( =6)
6.90
68.57
32.84

100 tasks ( =7)
22.08
67.49
45.98

Table 2. Energy reduction (%) of different number of faults

Min.
Max.
Ave.

2 faults
4.02
32.57
13.11

4 faults
6.12
40.37
23.18

6 faults
7.92
45.63
29.60

8 faults
11.58
56.03
34.83

10 faults
11.12
67.14
38.23

With larger number of tasks, there are more possible task
mappings and fault tolerance policy assignments and the
chance of finding solutions with lower energy becomes higher.
Hence, we can see from the table that the average energy reduction grows with increase in the number of tasks.
It is clear that the number of faults will affect the schedule length. Specifically, to tolerate more faults, the resulting
schedule length will become longer [9]. We also find that to
tolerate different number of faults, the energy reduction is different. Generally, more energy can be saved when there are
more faults because there are more fault tolerance policy assignments and it is possible to find solutions with lower energy
consumption. Table 2 shows the energy reduction of different
number of faults for task graphs with 60 tasks. On average,
the energy reduction increases from 13.11% to 38.23% when
the number of faults changes from 2 to 10.
The time constraint is another important parameter affecting the energy consumption. With a loose time-constraint,
more tasks can be mapped on processors which execute tasks
slowly but consume less energy. Hence the system energy decreases when the time-constraint is relaxed. This is shown in
the graph of Figure 5, which is the energy consumption for
different time-constraints for one task graph with 100 tasks.
In the horizontal axis, “1” means the tightest time-constraint,
which is set to the minimum schedule length found by using
the procedure of [9] and “1.05” means the time-constraint is
extended by 5 percent, “1.1” means the time-constraint is extended by 10 percent, and so on. From the graph, it can be
seen that energy consumption drops from more than 1400 mJ
to around 950 mJ when the time-constraint is increased by
30 percent. Hence there is a tradeoff between energy and the
schedule length, i.e., if more energy has to be saved, we should
allow the application to finish in longer time.
Finally, we compare the energy reduction of greedy heuristic with tabu search and the results are shown in Table 3. It
can be seen that the average energy reduction of tabu search
is more than that of the greedy heuristic, but the difference is
quite small. What’s more, greedy heuristic takes much less
time than tabu search. It takes no more than 10 minutes for
greedy heuristic to find the solution for task graphs with 100
tasks, while tabu search needs over 30 hours. This demonstrates that the proposed greedy heuristic is not only effective
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to reduce energy consumption, but also is quite efficient.
7 Conclusions
In this paper, we formulated the problem of reducing the
energy consumption in distributed embedded systems with
time-constraints and fault tolerance ability. Task replication
and re-execution are used to realize fault tolerance. The energy
is saved through a proposed greedy heuristic during task mapping and fault tolerance policy assignment. List scheduling is
used to schedule tasks and re-execution slack is inserted during the scheduling. The experimental results have shown that
taking energy into account during the system design, considerable amount of energy can be saved while satisfying the timeconstraint and tolerating a given number of transient faults.
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